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TDS Contour Interval Map
Lower Santa Ana Basin
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Figure 6-11
TDS of Water Recharged at OCWD-SAR Recharge Facilities

Flow-Weighted Annual Average TDS of Water Recharged at OCWD Recharge Facilities

Annual Average TDS of Colorado River Water

Flow-Weighted Annual Average TDS of SAR water at Below Prado
Figure 6-12
Wells Receiving Groundwater within 25 Years after Recharge at OCWD-SAR Recharge Facilities
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Figure 6-13a
Comparison of TDS in Groundwater Down-Gradient of OCWD-SAR Recharge Facilities and TDS of SAR at Below Prado

[Diagram of water flow with TDS values and flow rates]
Figure 6-13b
Comparison of TDS in Groundwater Near OCWD-SAR Recharge Facilities and TDS of SAR at Below Prado

[Graph showing comparison of TDS levels with different flow metrics and time periods]
Figure 6-14a
Comparison of Nitrate-N in Groundwater Down-Gradient of OCWD-SAR Recharge Facilities and TIN of SAR at Below Prado
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Figure 6-14b
Comparison of Nitrate-N in Groundwater Near OCWD-SAR Recharge Facilities and TIN of SAR at Below Prado
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Figure 6-15
Comparison of Current Reach 2 and Reach 3 TDS Metrics for the Santa Ana River
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